
Très Bonnes Années 
2008 Rockpile Syrah, Rockpile vineyard 
 

As always this vineyard produces one of the most 
complex Syrahs in California. In fact, in a barrel tasting of 
the 2001 Rockpile Syrah, Rockpile Vineyard, Michel 
Chapoutier, felt that the wine was the most Hermitage- 
like wine he had ever tasted in California. This is great 
praise if you love Hermitage with a California twist.   
 
In 2006, JC Cellars decided to keep each of the 6 blocks 
separate to see how each aged, before blending the 
grapes together. Each block shows their special aspect; 
whether it is structure, elegance, color, aromatics, 
and/or minerality.  Jeff prefers vineyards with steep 

rocky terrain, which produce distinctive fruit, resulting in wines with immense concentration and complexity. 
 

This year’s Très Bonnes Années is a romantic dance between two clones, one very feminine and graceful and 
the other strong, intense and masculine.  Sealed by a Viognier kiss of not more than 1%, this wine is rich and 
exotic. 
 

Rockpile clone 174 – Desrieux Barrel from France 
The block that has the 174 clone is probably the most elegant and aromatic of the blocks, but this wine has the 
structure and pure Rockpile breeding that allows you to drink it now , but let it age for 10 –20 years.  
 

“Red and black fruits with a mineral backbone are the hallmarks of this wine and appellation. All clusters are 
hand-sorted upon arrival, destemmed into ½ ton open-top fermenters, punched down five times per day, and 
pressed directly into new Burgundian French oak barrels.” – Jeff Cohn 
 

Rockpile clone 470 Buffalo Hill – Meyrieux Barrel from France 
The block that the #470 has been planted on is hilly and produces grapes that are massive, intense, powerful 
and masculine. 
  

“A few years ago we planted a very special clone of Syrah in the rockiest section of the Rockpile Vineyard.  The 
yields from this vineyard are nerve-wrackingly low.  I consider this wine to be the culmination of all wines that 
inspire the JC Cellars team, a true balance between power, finesse, and minerality that achieves pure 
seduction in a glass.” – Jeff Cohn 
 

A winemakers thoughts: 

Elegance, finesse, and a laser beam pureness of Rockpile terrior, best describes what this wine is all 
about, but that would not tell the whole picture. One might say this wine is an outlier of what 
Rockpile is known for (wines of structure, intense fruit and layers upon layers of complexity), but they 
would be wrong. This wine is this and just so much more.  Aromatically this wine has tons of black 
cherry, but also has a roasted earth component that makes it so intriguing to smell. It draws you in to 
discover that minerality again, but layered with crème de cassis and that ever present French vanilla 
bean and freshly picked lavender.   A lush mouth feels that echo’s the aromatics, but shows the 
sensuous side of Rockpile. Silky and alluring as one wine should be allowed!  A broad spectrum of 
textures and flavors make this wine the perfect dance partner for all types of food. 
 

Harvest – October 12, 2009  Bottled – May 25, 2010 
50 cases 
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ROCKPILE 
It is rare enough for an appellation’s name to be so descriptive of its geophysical nature, rarer still to so closely 
adhere to the ancient adage that “the vine must suffer that the wine be distinctive.” 
 

In the northwestern most corner of Sonoma County, on stark, hardscrabble ridgelines overlooking manmade 
Lake Sonoma sits the county’s newest viticultural area: Rockpile. 
 

The name comes from Rockpile Ranch, that once counted 20,000 acres in cattle and sheep. Local lore has 
legendary Sheriff Tennessee Bishop putting prisoners to work grading roads to his mountain ranch. The cons 
dubbed it “rockpile,” and the story may well have the virtue of truth on its side. 
 

Viticulturally, Rockpile is known for the intense, highly defined red wines grown between rugged rock 
outcroppings since 1872. Zinfandel, Petite Sirah, Syrah and Cabernet Sauvignon evolve dramatically from the 
spare, demanding soils that are over 800 feet above sea level. Thus, though cooled by coastal breezes, it 
remains above the evening fog layer; the extra sun exposure ripens red grape varieties to peerless perfection. 


